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Abstract 

The contribution from plasmon and valence-electron scattering 
to the higher-order Fourier coefficients of  the electron virtual 
scattering potential (EVSP) is shown to be non-negligible in 
contradiction to previous assumptions. In particular, calcula- 
tions are made for this contribution to the EVSP C~,g(plasmon) 
for g = 111 in silicon. In contrast to the elastic potential, 
C~.g(plasmon) is found to be highly energy dependent, varying 
by three orders of magnitude between 20eV and 100keV. 
Whilst it is found that the contribution from plasmon scattering 
is larger than that from tightly bound core states, the relative 
contribution to the total potential is smaller than that presently 
resolvable by electron experimental methods at 100 keV. 

initial state, the net result contributing to the elastic scattering 
potential. On the basis of linear dielectric response theory, we 
may express the contribution to the EVSP from valence- 
electron and plasmon excitation in terms of the wave vector and 
frequency-dependent dielectric matr ix  gh,g(q, co) (see, for 
example, Josefsson & Smith, 1994) as 
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I. Introduction 

It has long been thought that plasmon scattering does not give a 
contribution to the Fourier coefficients of the electron inelastic 
scattering potential (Humphreys & Hirsch, 1968; Radi, 
1968a,b, 1970; Rez, 1978). However, recent work (Forsyth, 
Smith & Josefsson, 1997) has shown that the plasmon and 
valence-electron contribution to real inelastic scattering, 
Cr,g(plasmon), is in fact larger than the corresponding core 
contribution from K-shell ionization, Q.g(K shell), for g = 
111. 

In addition to this 'real' inelastic scattering potential, there is 
a contribution to the elastic scattering potential from virtual 
scattering. In view of  the non-zero size of the plasmon and 
valence-electron contribution to the inelastic potential, it would 
seem reasonable that the virtual scattering contribution to the 
elastic potential due to plasmons and valence electrons may also 
be larger than previously expected. We examine this in the 
present note, following on from the work of  Rez (1978), which 
calculated the core contribution to virtual scattering. 

As in previous work, our analysis is built on dielectric 
response theory using a non-local empirical pseudopotential 
band structure for silicon. Once the pseudopotential parameters 
are chosen (and these are fixed by the band structure), there are 
no adjustable parameters in the model. The model uses Bloch 
states rather than plane-wave states, allowing us to perform the 
first rigorous calculation of the higher-order Fourier coefficients 
of  the plasmon and valence-electron contribution to the electron 
virtual scattering potential (EVSP). In this note, we examine in 
particular the contribution to the EVSP from virtual scattering 
for the 111 reflection in silicon, and show that it is also larger 
than the contribution from the tightly bound core states. 

2. The electron virtual scattering potential 

Virtual scattering refers to scattering from an initial state to an 
intermediate state, followed by further scattering back to the 

h, g and G are reciprocal-lattice vectors, E ° =  he) is the 
incident electron energy, V is the incident electron velocity and 
m is the electron mass. We note that eft.[(q, co) is the (0, g) 
element of the inverse of the entire dielect~c matrix, containing 
all the elements eh.g(q, ~o). 

For a centrosymmetfic crystal structure such as silicon, 
assuming isotropic dielectric response and using the approx- 
imation eff.[(q' + G, co) = eG!G+g(q', ¢0), we may express the 
higher-order Fourier coefficients of  the EVSP in terms of the 
dielectric response as 

E° /h  q(n) 

C~),g = (e2/rcV) f do f (dlql/Iq + gl) 
0 q( 0~,~ ) 

x Re{ -n , -%,g(Iql co)}. (2) 

The Iql integration is over the range defined by some minimum 
possible scattering angle 0 m i  n ~ 0 through to 0 = zr, and the co 
limits run over all possible energy transfers to the solid. 

In this work, we adopt the random-phase approximation 
dielectric matrix obtained by Adler (1962) and Wiser (1963): 

~h,g(q, ~0) 

- ~,.h -- (4~e2/y2]q + gl Iq + hi) 

,. v - ,  fo[En,(k + q)] - f o [ G ( k ) ]  × llm ~ . . . . . . . . . .  
~o+ z..., E~,(k + q) - E~(k) + hco + ihot K.n,n' 

x (k + q, n'lexp[i(q + g).  r]lk, n) 

× (k, n lexp[- i (  q + h) .  r][k + q, n'), (3) 

where I2 is the crystal volume, f0(E) is the Fermi function and 
n, n' are the band indices, labeling the Bloch states Ik, n) of 
energy En(k ) in the solid. A nonlocal empirical pseudopotential 
based on the work of  Cohen & Chelikowsky (1989) is used to 
obtain the electronic states in (3). 
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3. Results 

Details of the method of  calculation are given in Forsyth, 
Josefsson & Smith (1996) and, for the sake of brevity, will not 
be discussed here. Fig. 1 shows the higher-order virtual 
dielectric loss function Re{eff.}(q, co)} for g = 111. The actual 
mesh used for the integration'm (2) is much finer than this, and 
extends to 100eV. 

Fig. 2 shows the magnitude of  the Fourier coefficients 
C~ ~(plasmon) for g = 111 and C~ o(plasmon) as functions o£ 
incident energy. C~,~, g = 111, has the opposite sign to Cio,o . 
This is a geometrical effect, and is expected for a crystal with 
zinc-blende symmetry. Previous work (Rez, 1978) at 100 keV 
gives values for the contribution to the potential from virtual 
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inelastic scattering in silicon for g - - 1 1 1  ranging from 
7.6 x 10 -5 to 2.2 x 10 -4 eV. Note that these values included 
only single-particle excitations from tightly bound core states 
and ignored the contribution from plasmon excitation. The 
present work calculates the contribution from plasmon and 
valence-electron excitation only. According to previous work 
(Rez 1978), this value should be zero, however, we obtain a 
value of 3.0 x 10 -4 eV for an incident energy of 100 keV, 
which is actually larger than the largest estimate (Rez, 1978) 
made for the core-excitation contribution to the EVSP. 

However, even taking the largest value for the core 
contribution as calculated by Rez (1978) and adding it to the 
value for the plasmon and valence contribution as calculated 
here for 100keV, we obtain a total potential of  
C~.g = 5.2 x 10 -4 eV. A Dirac-Fock calculation of the elastic 
scattering potential using the parameters of  Waasmaier & Kirfel 
(1995) gives a value for Vg of 5.48 eV at 100 keV for g = 111. 
When compared with the elastic potential, the relative 
contribution C~,g/Vg is only 9.5 x 10 -5, while estimated 
experimental relative errors (Hewat & Humphreys, 1974) are 
4 x 10 -3. Note that in contrast to the elastic potential (which is 
dependent on energy principally via the standard relativistic 
correction), C(~,g is highly energy dependent, and may be 
significant at low energies. 
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Fig. I. The higher-order virtual loss function Re{-e.o.~(lq[,co)} ' 
g = 111, for silicon as a function of wave vector and frequency. 
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Fig. 2. Variation of IC~.g(plasmon)[ with incident electron energy for 
g = 111 and g = 000. Note that C~. 0 is the virtual mean inner 
potential of Josefsson & Smith (1994). C~.g, g = 111, has the 
opposite sign to Ce. o. 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, this work presents the first rigorous calculation 
of the g = 111 Fourier coefficient of  the contribution to the 
electron inelastic scattering potential due to virtual inelastic 
scattering by plasmon and valence-electron excitations in 
silicon. This is based on a nonlocal electronic band-structure- 
dependent dielectric matrix calculation. Previous work 
(Humphreys & Hirsch, 1968; Radi, 1968a,b, 1970; Rez, 
1978; Whelan, 1965; Josefsson & Smith, 1993, 1994) has 
concentrated on the virtual inelastic mean inner potential 
C~,0(plasmon), believing that the higher-order Fourier coeffi- 
cients C~.g(plasmon) would be negligible. At 100 keV, it appears 
that the relative contribution to the electron scattering potential 
from virtual inelastic scattering due to the g = 111 reflection is 
still smaller than the relative experimental error, even with the 
plasmon and single-particle excitation contribution included. 
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